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Abstract

The burden of HIV and AIDS has been reduced with the utilization of combination antiretroviral therapy (cART).
Immune reconstitution inflammatory syndrome (IRIS) is a complication seen with either the initiation or the
reintroduction of cART. Although multiple IRIS definitions have been used, there is still no consensus on a clinically
useful definition. Based on the pathophysiology, IRIS can be clinically grouped into two categories: it is either caused
by a previously subclinical infection that was unmasked by the immune response following the initiation of ART
(unmasking IRIS) or by the paradoxical relapse of a recently treated opportunistic infection (paradoxical IRIS).
Psoriasis is seen with advanced HIV and immunosuppression and its symptoms typically recede after the initiation of
cART and immune restoration. Three theories have been proposed to explain psoriasis in HIV: an imbalance in the
CD8+ T-cells to CD4+ T-cells ratio, an imbalance of regulatory T cells (Treg), and HIV acting as a co-stimulatory
factor to CD8+ T-cells. However, in this case report, we are describing the paradoxical presentation of IRIS as
psoriasis, seen after reinitiating of cART. To our knowledge, this is the second reported case in the literature. We are
describing a case of a 39-year-old Lebanese man with long-standing HIV infection and poor cART compliance over
the past eight years. The patient has had three flares of psoriasis that coincided with the re-initiation of cART. We
are proposing that this patient’s noncompliance with cART and the resulting low, non-recovering CD4/CD8 ratio lead
to IRIS presenting as psoriasis. Additionally, a dysfunction in Treg may be another probable explanation for IRIS
psoriasis similar to the dysfunction seen with HIV associated psoriasis. Therefore, we conclude that IRIS can
present as psoriasis; however, more research is needed in order to make the picture of these complex immune
phenomena clearer.
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Introduction
The treatment of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection

with antiretroviral therapy has effectively changed the course of the
epidemic. The use of combination antiretroviral therapy (cART), on a
broad scale, has globally reduced the burden of the disease and allowed
for a decline in the mortality from HIV and AIDS (Acquired Immune
Deficiency Syndrome) and morbidity from the opportunistic infections
associated with them [1]. The primary target of combination
Antiretroviral therapy cART is to reinstate the host immune function
by suppressing the replication of HIV [2]. Although cART has several
clinical benefits, multiple concerns related to drug toxicities and
metabolic side effects emerged over time [3]. In the most recent years,
the side effect profile of these agents improved significantly, and
clinicians gained experience in the management of such complications
[4]. A well-known complication of cART is the immune reconstitution
inflammatory syndrome (IRIS) [5]. IRIS is a morbid complication that
may ensue with the initiation or reintroduction of cART [6]. The
concept of IRIS was introduced at the 12th World AIDS Conference in
Geneva in 1999, under the name ‘‘Immune Restoration Disease,’’
following numerous reports of conditions that worsen after starting
cART [7]. IRIS can be clinically grouped into two categories based on
the underlying pathophysiology: it is either caused by a previously

subclinical infection that was unmasked by the immune response
following the initiation of ART (unmasking IRIS) or by the paradoxical
relapse of a recently treated opportunistic infection (paradoxical IRIS)
[8]. To this moment, there is still no consensus on a clinically useful
definition of IRIS. Several definitions of IRIS have been used, all of
which focus on the “need to have an inflammatory component
occurring in the setting of immune reconstitution that cannot be
explained by drug toxicity or a new opportunistic infection” [9-12].
IRIS has highly variable clinical manifestations and those vary
according to the associated pathogen [13]. Besides, the absence of
clear-cut diagnostic criteria blurs the differentiation between IRIS and
a more typical presentation of an undertreated primary disease [13,
14]. The incidence of IRIS ranges between 7-30% depending on the
study [15,16] with an estimated mortality of 4.5% [6]. Several risk
factors for IRIS have been identified such as the presence of OIs at
cART initiation as well as a short interval between starting treatment
for OI and cART initiation [17]. In addition, a lower baseline CD4 cell
count is associated with increased incidence of IRIS, with the highest
risk being at a CD4 cell count of 50 cells/μl or less [6,17]. Dermatologic
manifestations of IRIS account for roughly half of the cases;
significantly more women are affected than men [18,19] with a wide
range of both infective (bacterial, viral, and fungal) and non-infective
(inflammatory, neoplastic, and autoimmune) manifestations [20]. The
management constitutes of conventional therapy for the associated
condition, although some may be refractory to conventional therapy
[20].
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Psoriasis in HIV
Psoriasis is a chronic inflammatory skin disease with pathogenesis

related to the balance between cytokines, innate immunity, and
adaptive immunity [21]. Infection with HIV, especially advanced
immune suppression can manifest as cutaneous diseases, such as
psoriasis [22]. A 10-year cohort by Garbe et al. showed that the
incidence of psoriasis in HIV-infected individuals was 6.4% as
compared to 2% in the general population [22]. Additionally, patients
with pre-existing psoriasis might undergo severe worsening or flares
upon infection with HIV, becoming more severe as HIV progresses to
AIDS [23]. Many mechanisms are postulated to explain the worsening
of psoriasis in the HIV setting. The first hypothesis is related to the
imbalance in the CD8+ T-cells to CD4+ T-cells ratio associated with
advanced HIV. This would establish a good ground for psoriasis, which
is CD8+ T cell-induced. Another plausible mechanism is the HIV
induced imbalance of T regulatory cells (Treg) the safeguard cell
responsible for immune regulation. The loss of this regulatory response
leads to the development of excessive immune and autoimmune
reactions such as psoriasis. A third theory is the direct involvement of
HIV which acts as a co-stimulatory factor to CD8+ T-cell leading to
the exacerbation of the skin immune response and worsening of
psoriasis. This last theory is supported by the fact that HIV DNA was
found inside cutaneous dendritic cells in HIV patients with psoriasis
flares [20].

Psoriasis associated with HIV usually has a progressive clinical
course and, in many cases, is refractory to traditional treatments

(including topical agents, phototherapy, and oral retinoids) explaining
its association with substantial morbidity and mortality [5,12,22,24],
cART has been shown to improve psoriasis in such patients,
particularly in moderate and severe disease [23,25]. As such, treatment
is tailored based on the degree of disease severity (mild, moderate, or
severe) and the input from an infectious disease specialist. In case of
first-line treatment failure, biologics can be considered especially in
combination with cART, which has been shown to have a positive
effect on CD4 and viral counts [23-25]. Steady monitoring of the CD4
count, HIV viral loads, and potential adverse events is required in
addition to regular consultation with an infectious disease specialist
[25].

Case Presentation
Here we present the case of a 39-year-old Lebanese man diagnosed

with HIV towards the end of 2011; most likely contracted through
same-sex intercourse. Our patient started treatment with
emtricitabine, efavirenz and tenofovir-disoproxil-fumarate one year
after his diagnosis. He was not compliant with his medications and
attributed his noncompliance to the side effects of the medications
(such as neuropathies) as well as to financial reasons. After initiating
treatment, he became virally suppressed but with low CD4 counts
ranging around 200 and an inverted CD4/CD8 ratio around 0.2 that
failed to pick up. Table 1 depicts the patient's viral load, CD4 count,
and CD4/CD8 ratio at different points in time.

2011 2013

Mar Dec 2015 Jan Nov Feb Oct Dec

2014 2016 2017

Viral Load
(copies/ml) 185000 UD* UD* UD* UD*

CD4 Count (cells/
μl) 509 700 161 500 120 160 159 227 131

CD4/ CD8 Ratio 0.2 0.19 0.23

Table 1: Table showing the patient's viral load, CD4 count, and CD4/CD8 ratio at different points in time, *UD= Undetectable

Our patient had three flares of psoriasis, all of which occurred upon
reinitiating cART after periods of noncompliance. He had no previous
history of psoriasis, no personal history of autoimmune diseases and
no family history of psoriasis. His first flare occurred in mid-
September 2016, after 6 months of being off cART. He had stopped all
cART the CD4 count was 160 cells/μl. He was off therapy until
September of the same year when he resumed the same antiretroviral
regimens and noted a flare of psoriasis. At the time, he presented with
confluent scaly silver plaques on the scalp, extensor and flexor surfaces
of the legs and arms, hands, palms, and soles. A skin biopsy confirmed
the diagnosis of psoriasis. Accordingly, a dermatologist-initiated
methotrexate (three times weekly) in addition to cART (once daily)
(table 1). Psoriasis then resolved shortly after. The CD4 count 6
months before the flare while off cART was 160 cells/μl and 6 months
after the flare and while on cART was 159 cells/μl. Noteworthy, he was
virally suppressed at both times. Our patient reported taking cART
inconsistently since May 2017, and he had his second flare of psoriasis
in August 2017, after resuming the medication for a few days. His third
flare was towards the end of December 2017, shortly after restarting
cART earlier that month.

Figure 1: Timeline showing the periods of our patient’s compliance/
noncompliance and the relative timing of the three psoriasis flares.
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Discussion
Our patient is not compliant to cART with non-recovering CD4

counts since his diagnosis 8 years ago. He has presented with three
flares of psoriasis each after re-initiation of cART as a picture of IRIS
and resolved upon discontinuation of cART. He met one criterion of
the proposed definition of IRIS that is the temporal relationship
between ART initiation and the symptoms. On the other hand, he did
not meet the viral load criteria; however, VL is not the best
discriminator when tested by Haddow et al. and CD4 is to be used with
caution [26]. The case we present here is the second reported case of
IRIS manifesting as psoriasis. The first case reported in November
2015 was that of a 68-year-old man with a known history of psoriasis
HIV and hepatitis C [27]. The patient presented one month after
switching to (elvitegravir, tenofovir, cobicistat, emtricitabine) following
noncompliance with his first cART regimen with picture highly
suggestive of IRIS. Upon presentation Tripathi et al. describe confluent
erythema affecting 10% of the patient’s skin diagnosed with psoriasis
[27]. According to Seng et al., adherence to HIV treatment is
fundamental to maximize the CD4/CD8 ratio recovery [28]. Similarly,
a more recent study published in 2017 showed a decrease in the
possibility of normalizing the CD4/CD8 ratio in the long term with
treatment interruption [29]. This could explain the development of
IRIS-psoriasis in our patient because of the imbalance in the CD4/CD8
ratio, as proposed by Lehloenya et al. [20]. Treatment noncompliance
is the most plausible cause of this imbalance. Our patient was
noncompliant with cART since his diagnosis with HIV in 2011, which
lead to the question of whether IRIS is more likely to occur in the
setting of treatment noncompliance. There is a scarcity of reports in
the literature regarding a possible association. The studies that
explored IRIS risk factors, such as the study, excluded the
noncompliant patients [30].

Conclusion
We are describing a case of IRIS presenting as psoriasis in a patient

with long-standing HIV infection with poor cART compliance over
the past 8 years. To our knowledge, this is the second reported case in
the literature. The patient has had three flares of psoriasis that
coincided with the re-initiation of cART. We are proposing that this
patient’s noncompliance with cART and the resulting low, non-
recovering CD4/CD8 ratio lead to IRIS presenting as psoriasis. Several
sources have proposed that HIV-induced imbalance in the CD8/CD4
ratio is a possible cause of psoriasis. This may appear paradoxical since
psoriasis is better described with advanced HIV and
immunosuppression and its symptoms typically recede after the
initiation of cART and immune restoration. However, data does
elucidate to a dysfunction in regulatory T cells (Treg) that can probably
account for psoriasis with IRIS similar to the dysfunction seen with
HIV associated psoriasis.  More research is needed in order to make
the picture of these complex immune phenomena clearer.
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